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Fairy tales are more than true: not because
they tell us that dragons exist, but because
they tell us that dragons can be beaten.

- G. K. Chesterton

(With apologies to Coraline)
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What All This Is About
Q. What is the chief end of man? 

! A. Man’s chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy him forever.
! ! - The Westminster Shorter Catechism

In this magazine, we will review some of the work we must do to increase liberty and 
happiness in the near and far future. No magic rapture is expected; patience, foresight, 
and steady labor are what we need, with the Holy Spirit as our guide and our light. God 
wants us to sanctify this world, not hide from it or join it in its march to poverty and 
sterility. 

But if we want to make the world a happier, wealthier, more just, and more excellent 
place to live, we need to have a destination. Merely saying, “What we are doing is 
wrong,” isn’t good enough: We need to be able to say, “This is what we should be 
doing.”

God in the Bible points the way. And we must follow.

The articles here alternate between discussions on politics and on theology. The 
occasional science fiction short story will crop up, to illustrate a point. The goal is to 
shed light and to show the body of Christ the way forward from the bankrupt, cruel, 
infertile — but oh so sensual — cultures we live in.

Hard Foundations
While the hard foundation of this text is the Christian Bible (both Testaments), important 
truths are shown to us by the modern development of theocentric/theonomic thought 
first espoused by Cornelius Van Til, then expanded by the likes of Rousas John 
Rushdoony and Greg Bahnsen. Gary North has been especially influential in my 
thinking, and I strongly recommend subscribing to his website www.garynorth.com.

The primary idol of the day is the State, which quite explicitly places itself above God in 
its quest for unfettered power and unlimited pleasure. Modern libertarianism — my 
favorite group of idol-smashers — comes into its own in Murray Rothbard; libertarian 
economics is best rooted in the teaching of Ludwig von Mises. (Gary North’s extensive 
work in Christian economics owes a large debt to both men.) The fact that both 
Rothbard and Mises were both atheistic Jews merely demonstrates that God is quite 
willing to use Old Israel to get the job done, even as New Israel insists on licking the 
boots of those who despise her, desperately groveling for approval. It is best for us to 
accept His reproof, and go forward on the trail these thoughtful, courageous, and good-
humored men blazed to gain the liberty that is our God-given birthright.

While much of the material I draw upon is in the text, I have made liberal use of 
footnotes, and a lot of these footnotes are linked to external resources. I hope that you 
will make good use of them.

http://www.garynorth.com
http://www.garynorth.com


Stories: At Play in the Fields of the Lord
! The LORD your God has multiplied you, and behold, 
! you are this day as the stars of heaven for multitude.! ! - Deuteronomy 
1:10, NASB

Hope
It has been an era of sorrow and fear, long years of war, and hasty decisions made in 
the heat of battle, to be bitterly regretted at leisure. It was good to turn once again to 
growth and learning, building families, worlds, and civilizations. 

Flight
No different than the Christian European warriors at the Battle of Tours, or the Korean 
faithful of Pyongyang after the great betrayal,1 we had to fight yet another group of 
visionary ex-Christian heretics — not Muslims2 or Socialists,3 but a band of eugenic 
scientists who claimed to have created a sinless, immortal,4 and totally righteous race: a 
race whose first move, naturally, was to exterminate all those disgusting, diseased, 
sinful types of inferior humanity.

This, of course, was not what the actually sinless Son of God did while He was on the 
very distant world of Earth — a world which is now nothing but a shattered collection of 
rocks.5 Since these supposed sinless shining people held any God that saves sinful 
men in contempt, my nation knew that it didn’t really have God on its side. So my 
people fought the Shining Ones — and we lost, badly.6 

These people weren’t some fake Platonic master race, merely altering themselves to 
improve their capacity for violence and dominance and rape the lower breeds for all 
eternity ‘to show how much we love them’.7 No, this was the real deal: They really were 
more trustworthy, more honest, more morally upright, more brave, more intelligent, more 
patient, and more wiser in all ways than we were.8

A people without crime or corruption will achieve more and better results, more quickly, 
than a flawed nation can. A people without envy or jealousy will not hold each other 
back, but instead, race forward faster — and more quickly understand which way 
‘forward’ is. A humble race without arrogance or pride can learn faster and adjust more 
swiftly than self-exalting, implicitly self-destructive men can. And a people united in both 
love and hate need not fear either betrayal or confusion — while their humility allows 
them to pick up weaknesses in their poorly organized opposition very swiftly.

Attempts to subvert the Shining Ones were swiftly revealed to be what they were, 
inspiring only greater and more deeply justified hatred to my people. Eventually, they 
merely tuned out everything we said, and everything we did, and only desired to kill.

And in this, they succeeded.



Well, with a few exceptions. 

My own family, the Greenbeards, were never very good at military service. While staying 
within the mainstream genome sequence, our genes were tweaked by the oh-so-wise 
ruling families to prefer gardening and terraforming9 to fighting and killing, to build and 
nurture rather than to rule and conquer. As an implicitly gelded serving family, unable to 
properly defend ourselves (and hit with the DNA ugly stick to make obvious our low 
status), we had to pay extensive tribute and taxes to the leading families in their never-
ending, ever-failing war against the Shining Ones.

But as the worlds of the United Kin fell one by one to the Shining Ones, the central 
United government started to fray and devoted fewer and fewer resources to watching 
unimportant families like mine. This gave us the opening to build a few multidimensional 
starships of our own, publicly justified as ‘establishing seeds to rebuild our civilization, in 
case the worst happens’.

When they discovered this, the warrior clans commanded us to stop, calling it treason 
and cowardice: But even some of those thick-headed ruling families could read the 
writing on the wall, and they provided the cover for us to do in secret what we could not 
do openly — as long as we took some of their children, a few of their teachers, and a 
smattering of their family lore and relics with us as well in our flight.

And so, we Greenbeards fled into the dark.

A Short Journey
In the 300,000 years of human civilization, we have never gained true faster-than-light 
travel. But for the patient, the L’Engle Drive is a worthy substitute. Based on the 
manipulation of multi-dimensional travel,10 it provided a cost-effective, close-to-
lightspeed way to cross interstellar space, without the bizarre temporal problems and 
the lethal radioactive hazards11 of three-dimensional high factional-c transport.

We first took an instantaneous step to a randomly chosen spot ~800 light years 
spinward from my family’s core holding of Eli Land, not far from the Cat’s Eye Nebula.12 
Space being space, ‘randomly chosen location’ means ‘hard interstellar vacuum’. Our 
tiny fleet13 of five ships spent a few decades14 passively listening to the songs above 
space. The single dimensional theorist (and his personal AI network) we were able to 
snag from military duties conferred with our middling AI’s15 and agreed that the news 
was as ugly as we had feared. Reading the echoes and rhythms of Upper Space,16 the 
Shining Ones had almost certainly destroyed our major military forces, which meant that  
there was nothing to go back to. No one knew why they had not tracked us down, but 
no one cared to stick around and find out how long it would take for them — and their 
exponentially increasing scientific know-how — to do so.

So, we took a gamble. We took another step out to another randomly chosen point, 
12,000 ly spinward-rimward to the Outer Arm of the galaxy. From there, we took a quick 
look-see around us.



In our 12,000-year journey (in the eyes of the outside universe: It felt instantaneous to 
us), the Shining Ones had grown to enfold over 300 million stars within their grip. Our 
old, long-dead United Kin empire of 5,000 stars was nothing compared to what the 
Shining Ones had now. Signs of truly horrific interstellar conflicts were everywhere, from 
waves of irradiated star systems to innumerable black holes, where living worlds once 
encircled their now-shattered stars. It seemed that over 0.01% of all interstellar 
humanity was marshaled against the Shining Ones.

And the solid mass of humanity — be they near-primitives like me,17 or the bestial, 
mechanical, or electronic types — was losing. Not as badly or as quickly as we lost, 
over 10,000 years ago now, but it was obvious that they could not halt the coming of 
their extinction.

The Gamble
Seeing the advancement of death, we moved directly to the nearest and most massive 
star, an ordinary yellow G-type.

Now came the difficult part. We knew that there would be no place for us in this galaxy: 
Two hundred billion stars are just too few to hide in, when your foe is increasing in 
cultural perfection, comprehensive hatred, and technological/material power at a radical 
rate. We had to get out, and we needed power to do it.

In our plans, we had other civilizations to consider. These cultures were no more 
impeccable, sinless, or perfect than ours was. Admittedly, our old United Kin culture was 
rather more evil than most;18 but on the scale of righteousness, the other human 
peoples were far closer to us than to the flawless Shining Ones. This meant that, in a 
few centuries, there would be a great flight of shattered refugees from across the Milky 
Way, looking for a place to hide from the incoming wave of self-righteous mass 
murderers.

Would the Shining Ones give chase? We had to make a guess on very little information. 
But one of the things we knew was that the Shining Ones were still finite beings. To 
conquer the entire universe requires truly infinite power. The Shining Ones had merely 
unimaginable power, not infinite power: If they had that, we would all be dead already.

In council, I suggested that, as the Shining Ones grew more and more powerful, they 
would begin to confuse themselves with God. They had shown no opening for mercy or 
forgiveness, so by their actions they were obviously not followers of the God of Isaac, 
even as it became increasingly difficult for us to detect the slightest moral flaw. 

Excluding their willingness to kill the innocent, of course.19

I further postulated that over time, they would turn themselves into less-than-people, 
just like the other enemies of Christ turned themselves into variations of unthinking 
animals, machines, or mere programs as time wore on. If we fled and if we repented of 



our own evils before Christ, we should outlast them — if we could just escape the reach 
of their killing arms.

My Greenbeard brothers — each as ugly as myself20 — had long ago bent the knee to 
God, even when we were just another servant race to the typically power‘n’pleasure-
oriented warrior clans of the United Kin, long before the rise of the Shining Ones. The 
few warriors among us meekly followed our lead: The pride of their power and authority 
was already broken when they fled with us instead of fighting to their deaths against the 
Shining Ones.

We felt that most of the other human cultures would run to the Andromeda Galaxy. We 
could certainly get there ourselves. But we feared that, as the mass of mankind fled to 
Andromeda, it would become a magnet for the wrath of the Shining Ones. So we aimed 
farther, to an unremarkable and unnamed galaxy 50 million light years away, far from 
the Local Group of galaxies.

To gain the energy to reach that distant point, our ships would need to consume a stellar 
mass worth of energy. It’s hard to stream that much energy into multi-dimensional 
space, especially when trying to hide the effort from the Shining Ones. By now, they 
must have built up an immense lead in technological development over us. Even so far 
from our now-dead homes, so far from the front lines of the expanding wars, we may 
well be noticed and then promptly destroyed.

But we couldn’t stay. They might kill us if we tried to run, but they would certainly kill us 
if we stayed.

So we aimed for raw speed instead of stealth. Radiating so much energy that it could be 
mistaken for a nova, we converted the entire star into usable, portable energy in a mere 
20 years. Even now, I’m convinced that the only reason we weren’t killed wasn’t 
because we weren’t discovered, but because we were such a low priority target. We just  
weren’t worth the effort to crush like a bug, not with a real war with real enemies going 
on.

We didn’t get to our destination immediately: We just didn’t have the fuel. But, we could 
at least get out of the irradiated killing field the galaxy was turning into. Instead of 
stepping out to a random spot, we aimed for the centre of Andromeda IX, an orbiting 
dwarf galaxy of the main Andromeda Galaxy — a mere 205 days of travel time, but 2.5 
million years away in real time.

We stepped out a mere 200 light-years from a useful star. We quickly stepped closer 
and fed on the star to refill our need for energy and mass. We were far too distant to 
read the multi-dimensional structure of the Milky Way: Information from even the highest 
dimensions we had access to was washed away by the noise. When we looked at the 
distant Milky Way in 3D space, we merely saw what home was like in apparent time, at 
the time of creation, not as it was now.21



Turning to the enormous Andromeda Galaxy facing us, we could not detect the slightest 
sign of human life. I was certain that settlers must have already begun colonizing that 
galaxy en mass, but there was no proof of this from our vantage point. In any case, we 
would not be joining them: For good or for ill, we were abandoning the rest of humanity 
forever.

So we drove ourselves further and further into the vast, lifeless sea of suns and space.

Over the next few centuries in ship time, we hop-scotched like this, sucking out the life 
of a star every so often to continue crossing light-years in their millions. In total, we left  
behind 17 dead little husks of what were once huge and magnificent stars. While it was 
long ago proven that this was originally a lifeless universe save Earth, I still felt regret. 

And who knows? Perhaps somehow, someway, the Shining Ones could follow this trail 
of dead stars to our retreat. A mathematical and practical impossibility, I was reassured: 
No matter how advanced their technology grew, it could not defeat the impossibly high, 
truly cosmic odds of ever finding us.

Perhaps.

Rest
After a millennium of travel in subjective time (and 50 million years in objective time), we 
were only a single step away from our chosen resting place. Fifty million light-years from 
the Milky Way — or whatever the Shining Ones had reshaped that galaxy into.

Whatever else they may have done, the Shining Ones — or, perhaps, their even more 
alien successor races — had yet to outrace us to our destination, suggesting that there 
was simply no way to beat the speed of light. They had not tracked down the dead stars 
we left behind, and our sensors found no trace of Shining activity.

We took time to praise God for granting us our lives.

As a community of Christian believers, we held a huge thanksgiving service. The 
unbelieving members of our people, the usual power‘n’pleasure types, watched us, but 
they held their tongues. I well knew that they were already planning to again enslave us, 
all in the name of some grand abstraction or other; they would even blaspheme God by 
clothing their lies in pretty Christian language. 

But they hadn’t chosen to do so, not yet. It was easy to predict that they wanted us to 
build our civilization first, which they would then rob and plunder for the greater good of 
themselves. Just like always. 

But the problem for them is that there is actually progress in history, even for ugly 
people like us Greenbeards. As time goes on, humanity grows more dispersed and 
decentralized, resistance to their blather and their threats deepens, and it gets harder 



and harder to create yet again a credible New Order, able to inspire Trust in the Leader 
to lead us into a New Paradise of our making.

Empire beckons, whispering sweet nothings in our ears, of might and honor added to 
our names, paid for by others.

But for once, we turned away from the serpent.

Instead, respecting the Dominion Mandate, we chose to multiply and spread and grow, 
rather than creating some new centralized empire or other. It was long ago decided that 
if we survived the journey, we would convert half the mass of the target galaxy into 
energy mass, to further disperse humanity across the universe. The other half of this 
dead galaxy would be brought to life. In our travels, we Greenbeards had considered 
several new ways to bring life to a world, to reshape worlds — and other things — into 
safe and stable cradles for new life. It was now time to translate our hopes and plans 
into action.

1 During the Japanese Occupation, the small number of hard-core South Korean Presbyterians refused to 
bend the knee to worship the Emperor — “it’s just a symbol, you moronic Christian fanatic!” — while the 
multitudes of mainstream churches in Pyongyang — “the City of Churches” — cheerfully did so. We all 
know the results of course, while the mainstream sneers ‘Mission Accomplished’. See here and here for 
more information.

2 On the possible Christian origins of Islam, click here.

3 Or Mormons or Jehovah’s Witnesses or the Compassionate Ones or Juche-following North Koreans or 
all the other bad parodies of Christianity.

4 And by ‘immortal’, I don’t mean ‘ageless’. I mean actual, incapable-of-death immortality, thanks to the 
wonders of rabidly extended information, biological, and multidimensional technology. Christian eyes can 
start narrowing with intense skepticism about now...

5 ‘If you have the tech to cross the void, you have the tech to smash a world’. Inevitably, interstellar 
society decided to idolize the old homeworld, calling it “the Source of All Life” or “the Only True Goddess”. 
The Biblical God has a thing against idols, be it a temple at Jerusalem, political power, skin color, or a 
glorious past. ‘But surely God would never let Jerusalem/the Sons of Abraham/His Holy Church/our world/
our race fall!’ God brought death to His Son rather than weaken His Righteousness one iota: why on 
Earth people think that He will let some planet steal His glory is beyond me. But sinful men will think so, 
and sinful men will face the consequences.

6 God uses all sorts of rods to judge men, even self-righteous, blasphemous, shiny ones.

7 Insert blather about Equality and Reason and Democracy and Brotherhood as needed. If it pleases the 
masses, even chatter about God and Morality is permitted — so long as real power is restricted to 
Trustworthy Hands.

8 AND they refuse to worship Christ the King? Hmmm ... 

9 Check out Our Privileged Planet for the sheer work a real terraformer would have to do.

10 See http://teamikaria.com/hddb/ for some intelligent discussion on the issue. Also, William Sleator’s 
book, The Boy Who Reversed Himself, is of interest as a basic fictional primer on the subject.

http://www.cck.or.kr/eng/html/intro02.htm
http://www.cck.or.kr/eng/html/intro02.htm
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDMQFjAB&url=http://scholar.sun.ac.za/bitstream/handle/10019.1/4315/Yoon,%2520M.S.pdf?sequence=1&ei=FP7uUNv0N8SO2AXQv4AI&usg=AFQjCNHZ6ByUdytaGh6JGp46g1as-0F6TA&bvm=bv.1357700187,d.b2I&cad=rja
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDMQFjAB&url=http://scholar.sun.ac.za/bitstream/handle/10019.1/4315/Yoon,%2520M.S.pdf?sequence=1&ei=FP7uUNv0N8SO2AXQv4AI&usg=AFQjCNHZ6ByUdytaGh6JGp46g1as-0F6TA&bvm=bv.1357700187,d.b2I&cad=rja
http://www.firstthings.com/onthesquare/2012/12/the-christian-origins-of-islam
http://www.firstthings.com/onthesquare/2012/12/the-christian-origins-of-islam
http://www.billionbibles.org/north-korea/juche-religion.html
http://www.billionbibles.org/north-korea/juche-religion.html
http://privilegedplanet.com/
http://privilegedplanet.com/
http://teamikaria.com/hddb/
http://teamikaria.com/hddb/


11 See A Brain Wouldn’t Survive Star Travel. 

12 The Cat’s Eye Nebula is ~5,000 light years from Earth.

13 ‘Tiny’ only in normal space. If you could see us in five dimensions, you would see a ridiculous amount 
of fuel storage attached to our fleet.

14 While the Shining Ones are True Immortals (supposedly), the storyteller is merely ageless. Practically 
all humans have been ageless since primitive times: roughly AD 2300 or so. Eventually, I hope to explore 
how ageless — but still mortal — Christian believers understand the Holy Bible in the very distant future. 
“A future vaster than our imagination”, yes; but as it’s still before the Second Coming, there is still evil, 
pain, and sorrow, as well as power-hungry, well-spoken thugs of any persuasion you care to name, 
weaving deeply learned arguments on why The Right Sort Must Have More Power Right Now.

15 By this time, artificial intelligence is far stronger than human intelligence, just as steel is far stronger 
than human bone and muscle. However, mere computational power grants neither self-awareness nor 
purpose: And used wrongly, it will always cut the wrong way, like any other powerful yet misapplied tool. 
Van Til’s interesting analogy — and its flaws — are discussed here. 

16 It is impossible for any matter or energy to travel faster than light-speed. But dozens of millennia after 
multidimensional travel was uncovered, a way to instantaneously ‘read’ some forms of distant higher 
dimensional activity was uncovered, as a long-sought but difficult-to-isolate consequence of 
multidimensional travel. In effect, information can travel at speeds far faster than light.

17 Agelessness is going to be a very early development — probably in less than 200 years. But merely 
becoming ‘a more healthy, less sickly’ human being simply isn’t good enough for the next-step-of-
evolution ideologies. So they will turn themselves into assorted beasts, or programs, or machines to 
escape the vulnerability of flesh and blood. By ditching their mortality, they ditch their need to learn and 
become the static and dead (or instinctual and thoughtless) things they always wanted to be — and thus 
escape the judgment of God, they hope. Why would you expect anything else from the Master Races?

18 Not in the style of Nazi-style industrial genocide or human-sacrificing Aztecs; more along the lines of 
the child-killing Assyrians, mixed with Rome’s love of perverse and bloody entertainment and a deep-
seated malice toward the innocent, the weak, the feminine, the sacred, the pure, and the gentle. Perhaps 
something like the Spartans, but not as oppressive to the Helots (like the Greenbeards), a smarter 
economic system and a greater love of human blood-sport.

19 The Shining Ones would dispute this. “If you have done any evil at any time, then of course you 
deserve death!” Yes indeed — but Christ chose to die in our stead. “No man can die for the sins of 
another!” cries out the Shining Ones — and so they set their face against both God and His Son. 

20 Imagine a dark, squat, bald race of fat weaklings; add in stubby fingers, arms, and legs. Despite our 
weakness, though, our minds are sharp and our health is top-notch: The Ruling Families of the United Kin 
liked solid, sharp, strong, reliable tools that last, just as long as they knew their place.

21 I initially wrote “2.5 million years ago”, but of course the universe is young, not old. Evolutionary claims 
of universal ‘reverse entropy’ — with more complex patterns and organized living structures randomly 
arising from disorganized energy and matter — is a matter of faith: Observed evidence refutes such 
beliefs.

http://crev.info/2013/01/a-brain-wouldnt-survive-star-travel/
http://crev.info/2013/01/a-brain-wouldnt-survive-star-travel/
http://puritanreformed.blogspot.ca/2011/09/critique-of-van-tils-analogy-of-fallen.html
http://puritanreformed.blogspot.ca/2011/09/critique-of-van-tils-analogy-of-fallen.html


Foundation: Fall of the Kingdom of Man
! He that sits in the heavens laughs, 
! The Lord scoffs at them.
! ! - Psalm 2:4, NASB

As has been true since the crucifixion of Christ at the hands of Imperial Rome and the 
Pharisees, the most aggressive enemies of Christianity have been various state-adoring 
sophisticates and locked-in-the-past moralizing priesthoods. 

As the centuries rolled on, it became increasingly costly to enforce control by men 
wearing the uniforms of the King or the Emperor or the People. It became increasingly 
cheap to build and use your own weapons, from swords to guns to IEDs; and spread 
your own ideals, from parchment to printed books to electrons. 

Even the most destructive weapons continued to fall sharply in price; and soon enough, 
even the most impoverished of nations could inflict pain on those far larger in size and 
wealth. The invention of nuclear arms — never mind the even more destructive 
weapons that followed — made large-scale warfare effectively obsolete. When 
governments lost the ability to fight wars, the basic justification for their existence failed. 
When they could not even fight crime effectively, they became just another obsolete 
relic of the past.

As the cost of a successful war soared to unaffordable levels, governments turned to 
lies and deception to keep power. When it was no longer possible to limit literacy to a 
small elite, the nature of thought control had to change, and the ignorance of the 
illiterate shifted to the highlighting of certain ideals — and the studied neglect of less-
useful forms of thought. Information control is cheaper and more effective than military 
force, state schooling of the youth even more cost-effective, and selective graduate 
schooling the best of all. 

But by the 21st century, even these mental chains corroded and fell. Better education at 
a far cheaper price destroyed the official certification boards, and cheap and powerful 
tablets, robots, and electronic tools wiped out uncountable elite jobs, from surgeons to 
judges. The common laborer was destroyed far earlier, with widespread 3D printing; 
agribusiness annihilated most small-scale farmers over a century beforehand.

As Internet education crushed the secular priesthood of the government teacher — its 
messianic dream of Creating a New People in tatters — the wisdom of the financial 
establishment led to the death of the Economy, while the compassion of the politicians 
led to the bankruptcy of the State, the gutting of the Family, and the evisceration of both 
liberty and civil society. The People, who loved the lies and the dreams of these false 
saviors, were left to live in the ruins.

So dies the dreams of the Kingdom of Man.



Foundation: Expansion of the Kingdom of God
! Thine, O LORD, is the greatness and the power and the glory and 
! the victory and the majesty, indeed everything that is in the heavens 
! and the earth; Thine is the !dominion, O LORD, 
! and Thou dost exalt Thyself as head over all.
! ! - I Chronicles 29:11, NASB

Jesus has brought in the Kingdom of God in this world. This Kingdom, manifested in the 
hearts of men — rather than some political authority with badges and guns — is why the 
future will be better than the past.

There will be no rapture, no escape from reality: We will stay and fight and win. We will 
win because God doesn’t play fair. The rules of reality are tilted, to weaken the corrupt 
and the wicked and the power-hungry over time,22 while strengthening the righteous and 
the holy and the humble. The meek before God will inherit the world, not by some 
bloody revolution or psychotic episode of violence, but in peaceable steps, little by little.

Physical Fighting: Violence
Even though Romans 8 teaches us that the major fights are in the world of the Spirit, 
fighting in the flesh does matter. Fathers must defend their households, and towns must 
protect their people: But the old days of marauding armies are over for the foreseeable 
future. Nuclear weapons have rendered major wars obsolete, and minor wars are 
increasingly ineffective as well.23 Small nations and even non-state groups are 
increasingly able to strike at powerful states and make the hit sting as well. 

Increasingly, it is not the material equation that matters on the battlefield but the moral 
— or spiritual — equation.24 This will be blindingly obvious as even impoverished 
guerrillas get access to ever-cheaper military, communication, material, and eventually 
cybernetic technology.

As the battlefield grows more equalized, offensive warfare involving expensive standing 
armies will grow less profitable and successful, and defensive organizations — local 
sheriffs and local militias — will become more crucial to the actual security of your home 
and family.25 

Notice that all this places a strong accent on the defensive, not the offensive. Not only is 
this attitude complementary to Christian doctrine: It also respects the truth that the best 
way to avoid the costs of war is to avoid making enemies.26 Avoiding military adventures 
does not guarantee safety, but it — coupled with a strong local defense, rooted in the 
local community — goes a long way to a productive and profitable peace. 

Even though free men need to understand weapons and self-defense techniques, the 
arts of fighting and of war are to be tuned to the protection of his life, his property, and 
his loved ones, instead of merely killing to show the power of your government and the 



corporations that back it.27 After all, most fighting in the Christian life is constructive, not 
destructive; in the spirit, not in the flesh; and the real victories enhance self-discipline 
over our own hearts, rather than our control over some threatening Other.

Physical Fighting: Cultivation
Physical expansion of the Kingdom of God may involve actual violence against 
aggressors, but usually it means reshaping our environment. Ever since the Middle 
Ages — and especially since the Industrial and Agricultural Revolutions — our control 
over the environment has grown, and so has our prosperity. Over the next few 
centuries, we learn to build and improve species and eventually entire ecosystems, as 
weather patterns are tamed and earthquakes eliminated, when a wilderness becomes a 
pastureland or a forest becomes a well-tended tree farm.

Cultivation starts with the tending of our own hearts and minds to better conform to the 
will of God, but it naturally extends to the raising of our children. With the rise of easy 
contraception and abortion,28 there will be fewer and fewer people, so more of the world 
will revert to a wild state. This is true even if abortion is once again banned: In a world of 
widespread 3D printing, anyone will be able to print out the drugs (or condoms) he 
wants, and I see no reason why any power-hungry State — ‘Christian’ or otherwise — 
should get involved in restricting this.29

As contraception should be considered a permanent part of the human condition, the 
decision to have children will always be a conscious choice. Sensible secular 
sophisticates can be relied on to be sterile, in general. The Apostle Paul endorsed 
celibacy for servants of God; but in the main, Christians should raise children.
 
Why?

Fruitful and godly Christian families, raising numerous, hardworking, self-learning, 
independent-minded, optimistic, God-fearing, and entrepreneurial children infuriate Our 
Masters far more than anything else. That’s why I want to see more and more (and 
more and more) of these kinds of families, of any and all races and nationalities. Let 
them grow, let them network amongst themselves, let them expand to fill the Earth.

The future belongs to God and His people, not to Satan and his fearful, aging, and 
weakening minions. So, let’s step out in confidence!

Spiritual Fighting: Information
The physical world should not be neglected in the Christian faith. After all, following 
Christ, we are to be resurrected in the flesh, not just in the Spirit. 

But in general, the expansion of the dominion of God involves the world of the spirit 
more than the world of the flesh. Guns have their place, but only for defense of life and 
property. Words and ideals are good for both the offense and the defense, and God 
expects us to conquer, to take the gates of the enemy, and not merely cringe in our 



Christian ghettos. Information, not material, is the key: The Word, not matter, is what 
brings eternal life.30

As the strong man is increasingly bound up (Matthew 12:29), the gates of hell must fall 
(Matthew 16:18), as the covenant-keeping believers gains the victory. The fundamental 
knowledge of the word of God is close to covering the world. Cultures that despise 
Christ, the family, and capitalism are aging, rotting relics of the past: Cultures that 
endorse these three have a real future to gain. And, as the Internet flows across 
boundaries and peaceful trade brings people together (rather than moronic bureaucrats 
or mindless warfare), the knowledge of Christ will also expand.

The smarter set of Compassionate Ones relies on the control of ideas, as the right sort 
of lies permit cheaper control than some costly police state. This control was grounded 
on popular, flattering lies, strengthened by repetition, official certification, social 
conformity, name calling, and control of the purse strings.31 All these chains are rusting 
away as we speak: The sheer complexity and speed of change mitigates against some 
Brain Trust of the Right People who will Guide Society to Our Shared Future.

Technology as a Tool of Dominion
My personal belief is that, with a vast and almost completely dead physical universe, it 
is our duty to expand to the stars and fill the cosmos with life and growth — just as 
Adam was to do in the Garden.32 God sets the pattern for us: Christ shows His adopted 
siblings how the future can be gained, and we are to follow His example. 

We cannot create ex nihilo,33 but we can build and multiply and spread. We can adapt 
and modify. We can learn and adjust and plan, much as Tolkien modeled as a sub-
creator or even as Mendel did as the inventor of the science of genetics.34 New life-
forms and a deeper understanding of how the web of life operates will aid in our future 
as gardeners and architects among the stars.

This expanding dominion will give the enemies of God opportunities to degrade and 
dehumanize themselves — becoming more animalistic or mechanical, in their attempt to 
gain power and pleasure and escape the judgment of God and His reality.35 But those 
who use this knowledge wisely will be a blessing, to the world and to future generations.

The last enemy isn’t sickness or genetic flaws, though: It is death. We are commanded 
to value our lives — made in the Image of God — and fight death by all godly means. 
This may well include genetic alterations or cybernetic enhancements to some extent, 
just as it includes surgery or artificial organs or mechanical limbs today.36

If you assume that the future will stretch out for at least 40,000,37 then it is wise for 
those Christians who have a calling in this area to sketch out and begin to detail a plan 
to meet the future God has given us, not a plan that will be administered by some 
visionary with a uniform, guns, and pretty political lies. The Kingdom of God is different 
from the Kingdom of Man: This plan is voluntary, and people can join if they wish. If they 
join, and the plan provides real benefits, then naturally more will join in.38



As we are still sinful creatures, we will die, and it will be left for future generations to 
further expand the publicly acknowledged rule of Christ over the world. Christ himself 
will complete this process in the Second Coming. The repentant ones, the ones God 
loves, will live again. The rest will burn, for all eternity. That will still be a victory for God, 
but it isn’t His preference: Christ died precisely to open a better path to eternity.

22 Here are three examples for your edification: Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution, Wall Street and 
the Rise of Hitler, and Wall Street and FDR, all by Antony C. Sutton. For extra credit, a detailed review of 
how German chemical companies gave Hitler the cash he needed to take power — and how Hitler 
rewarded them (see: Zyklon B) — can be found at the Profit Over LIfe website.

23 It’s been over 50 years since Vietnam, and there is still no answer to persistent guerrilla warfare, short 
of genocide.

24 See Morality and Fourth Generation War by Michael S. Rozeff or the works of William S. Lind.

25 See William S. Lind’s War on the Home Front and Modern War Symposium as a starting point. 

26 This is just one more reason for American Christian conservatives to get off the Republican 
bandwagon. The faster conservatives halt all those expensive, liberty-gutting, never-ending, ever-
expanding wars against dark-skinned Moslems and get back to living out and building up our own faith at 
home in peace, the better it will be for us and for our future.

27 Of course, we are all aware of the contemptuously small value the State puts on the lives of men. And, 
as you’d expect, the weaker and more powerless the man, the more dismissive the sneer of the State and 
its self-serving functionaries, be they religious or be they secularist.In contrast is the very blood of Christ 
our Lord, shed explicitly for men, male, and female alike. As C. S. Lewis said, “There are no ordinary 
people. You have never talked to a mere mortal. Nations, cultures, arts, civilizations — these are mortal, 
and their life is to ours as the life of a gnat.”

Your life is valuable. Your family is valuable. Your neighbors are valuable. Your liberty is valuable. Even 
your property is valuable. The bureaucratic nation-state — and the Establishment it serves — isn’t. 
Neither are its centralized, bureaucratic, conservative, ineffective militaries: militaries that are far too 
expensive than necessary and exist to feed certain corporations, not to actually win wars.

28 “Yes, welcome to Feminist Funland, where the women are randy and the children are dead.” — From 
Political Outcast, “So What if Abortion Ends Life?”

29 Such an action should be seen in the same light as the Chinese government’s desire ‘to ban 
pornography from the internet’. Forget the moralisms: It’s just another justification for expanding State 
power.

30 Naturally, this eliminated atheistic materialism as a viable model of the Creation: Information is 
immaterial, of course, and is antithetical to random chance. The current rationalistic devotion to random 
chance has infinitely more to do with prior ideological commitments than to actual evidence and 
likelihoods. On the importance of irreducible complexity, start with Michael Bede’s Darwin’s Black Box; for 
a summary and outline of the importance of the anthropic principle, go here; for an amusing take on 
recent developments, go here and here.
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31 Typical power plays like this still remain the rule in all Establishment organizations. Now, what we are 
expected to do is whine and wail like some minority group and beg Our Masters for some pitiful token 
positions from their table (built with your tax money, by the way: “If you take the king’s coin, you are the 
king’s man”.). The smart thing to do is to follow the Biblical David’s entrepreneurial example, and go build 
your own network, with your own time and money — and those of like-minded people. (And never touch a 
government dime!) Just beware of the Compassionate Ones: They build nothing themselves but desire to 
hijack your network for their purposes — while retaining the grassroots funding and working hard to get 
on the dole of both the State and the Establishment.

32 As a byproduct of Ray Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns, the possibility of having both 1) alien 
intelligent life and 2) a multi-million- (never mind multi-billion-) year-old universe is impossible: Simply 
observing the unbelievable advancement of technology in the last 250 years, and then extending it a 
mere thousand years, conclusively demonstrates this. In a created universe of ~6,000 years of age, alien 
life is not impossible, just a pure unknown. It is impossible to forbid God from creating such life, but the 
absolute absence of any hint of such life in the Bible implies that it doesn’t exist ... unless we make it 
ourselves.

33 (A direct cut-and-paste from Creation Evolution Headlines follows) Kalam: Everything that begins to 
exist has a cause. The universe began to exist. Therefore, the universe had a cause. Corollary: Since the 
Cause brought time, space and matter into existence, the Cause had to be eternal and exist outside of 
those entities. (See series of objections to Kalam by William Lane Craig on YouTube.)

34 As every Christian should know — but doesn’t — we can create forms of synthetic life. In the early days 
of the 20th century, this would have been cause for great rejoicing, “Man has become God!”. Now, there is 
merely a shrug, as it was created intelligently and with the foresight of a scientist and not by random 
chance. Me? I consider it a continuous extension of Man’s dominion and thus Man’s responsibility before 
God. Power without God merely means a faster road to poverty, shame, and death, as the secularist 
West is discovering.

35 If a scientist mutilates an unborn child — adding on wings, or beaks, or otherwise twisting his DNA — is 
he still human? Yes: just as a child with a horrible genetic disorder like harlequin ichthyosis is still human 
(video). Just because some flawlessly rational type decided to rape a kid’s genetic code no more destroys 
his humanity than some judge deciding to kill the unborn makes such acts anything other than murder. As 
if the Establishment cared in the slightest about “justice” or “goodness” or “righteousness”. 

36 I have no idea how Isaiah 65:19-21 will be fulfilled — where “the youth will die at the age of one 
hundred” — without genetic engineering. It’s a shame that I probably won’t be around when this aging 
gene is finally fixed: But I hope most Christians alive at the time will get their hands on that treatment, 
pronto! 

37 Psalm 105:8 reminds us that our covenant-keeping God will remember His promises for at least 40,000 
years (a thousand generations). As God’s blessings are, if anything, routinely underestimated, it is 
reasonable to assume that far more than just a thousand generations would have passed by the time the 
Second Coming occurs. Here is one example of underestimation in the Bible: God told Abraham that his 
descendants would be as numerous as the stars he could see (Genesis 15:5). There are only 5,000 stars 
that can be counted in the naked eye: Even by the time of the Exodus, Abraham’s descendants numbered 
far more than 5,000, never mind today! 

38 Unlike the Compassionate Ones who dominate politics, God gives you the choice to join or to leave, to 
enter Heaven or Hell. The Compassionate Ones have no intention of giving you any choice, whatsoever, 
except in the world of sexual pleasure, of course. “The Will of the People Has Spoken!”
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Expansion: Declining Tyranny in the Future
! I will drive them out before you little by little, 
! until you become fruitful and take possession of the land.
! ! - Exodus 23:30, NASB

Christ has brought forth the Kingdom of Heaven. It has been in existence for 2,000 
years now, and it will continue to expand, defeating all opposition.39 

In this world, power-worshippers naturally gravitate to the State. Disgracefully, some 
power-hungry Christians desire the creation of some massive ecclesiastic Church-State, 
where they will rule. Unlike the power-hungry Muslims, no one takes these power-
hungry Christians seriously.

The failures of power-hungry Christians are lovingly detailed in the vast majority of 
modern universities — and rightly so. How else will we learn a single thing, if we don’t 
acknowledge our errors as errors?40 Instead, let’s take a look at what isn’t discussed: 
the failures of Secularism and Islam.

Secularists’ Failure
The classical secularists, those who claim that the State has supreme authority in and 
of itself, are in a faster free-fall than the Muslims are. Followers of the Greeks, these 
power-seeking drones adore the State, insisting: 

that the State manifests the Will of the People (that is, the Chosen Few who 
dedicated their lives for the sake of gaining power in the People’s Name);41 
that the State is above good and evil (a la Machiavelli); and
that State-certified experts alone shall determine what is Good and what is evil.42 
Assuming such concepts even exist, of course.

It was felt that the power of Science, coupled with the bureaucratic rule of a single, top-
down State, would provide salvation. God was officially dethroned and replaced by the 
People,43 guided by the Credentialed Expert.44 This faith peaked in the 1940s and has 
been in steady decline ever since. 

The State is backed by communal violence led by Our Leaders, but the nuclear bomb 
has rendered war obsolete between the major powers, removing the prime justification 
for the State’s authority over its subjects. A Europe that could casually carve up the 
entire African continent in the 1880s carved up each other in two world wars, resulting in 
the loss of their worldwide Empires. A Britain that could easily overawe spear-carrying 
Africans in 1900 was driven out of the continent in the 1950s when a tiny portion of 
those Africans gained access to guns.

Even modern conventional warfare is increasingly futile: Roughly 26,300 insurgents 
were killed in return for 3,777 coalition deaths by hostile fire, a death ratio that simply 
can’t be sustained by Western nations and their ever-declining pool of young men.45 



Communism, long proud of its roots in scientific materialism, failed. The increasing 
violent death throes of its kissing cousin, the Welfare State, should have its last tremors 
in the 2030s with the abject bankruptcy of the West. Finally, as information technology 
spreads and is coupled with 2D, and now 3D, printing technology, it will become much 
easier for smaller and smaller groups to defy the Will of the State.46

The process for all of this is hardly a new phenomenon and can be traced back to 
Gutenberg’s printer, the birth of gunpowder weapons, and the rise of widespread 
literacy.47 For a while, the expansion of the European empires hid the decentralizing 
flow of history, but the fall of empire after empire, from the British to the Soviet (and 
onward to the American and the European Union!), has brought this trend to the 
forefront.

Believe it or not, the public schooling system was seen as the way of salvation of the  
masses, under the wise guidance of the Better Sort, of course. Following the 
authoritarian Prussian model, state schooling was supposed to reform the masses into  
patriotic hard-working factory workers, detached from the distasteful influences of family 
and church; the select few were to be streamed into the universities for advanced 
ideological indoctrination.48 This messianic vision of education49 — and the schools as 
the True Church of State Power — has rotted away since the death of Kennedy.50 With 
mind-altering drugs provided by Certified Experts now leading to mass shootings, it’s 
best to abandon the model completely.51

Finally, the State has become increasingly unable to deter crime and provide protection 
to its citizens.52 The United States strives to punish Swiss banks for laundering drug 
money, but American banks that launder drug money suffer only token punishments.53 
As life and trade grow more complex, the bureaucrats grow more incompetent. 
Regardless of the level of education, the economy and even the intellectual life grow 
increasingly impossible to limit, restrict, and control.54

Muslim Failure
Islam is essentially a power-religion, grounded in a deity that should be worshipped 
because of its might and power. As Allah is defined by its power, what is good or evil is 
merely defined by its will, instead of being an integral part of its nature like the God of 
Jacob.55

There is no way to guarantee salvation ... except death in a Jihad. Military iconography 
is stressed, military victories are exalted, and the supremacy of the believer over the 
unbeliever is emphasized. The legal system is grounded in terror, not restitution; thieves 
are to have their hands chopped off, not pay 120%+ of the value of the goods stolen to 
the victim.56 The superiority of believers is gained by government swords, not by the 
natural outworking of good and evil.57

A religion grounded in suppressing or killing nonbelievers, tight restrictions in thought — 
Google up58 Boko Haram, “Western Education is Sinful”, sometime — and warfare 



against the infidel could well be successful for a time: After all, killing your ideological 
enemies59 (a la National60 and International Socialism61) or killing/impoverishing the 
future62 really does work in enriching yourself ... for a time.

However, the laws of the universe, set in motion by the God of Jacob, will slowly turn 
such flesh-based success (Romans 8:1-8, Galatians 5) into failure. Lies and armed theft 
— with or without badges — are no match for truth and entrepreneurial productivity. Like 
most exponential curves, the difference was difficult to spot way back in the time of 
Abraham, and even after the fall of the Roman Empire, it took a while for Christian 
innovation to really make a mark.63 Nevermind: The march forward has begun, and it 
shall not cease, despite the occasional setback.

The days of flesh-based conquest were tied to flesh-based circumcision; but we are 
now circumcised in the Spirit (Romans 2:29), and our conquests and victories are 
primarily spiritual, as well. Of course, we have the right to bear arms and defend our 
families and property: But this is for defensive purposes.64 Any Christian conquest 
worthy of the name is a spiritual conquest; not a conquest of violence, lust, theft, and 
oppression (while going on and on about God or The People or Science), but instead 
bringing forth the fruits of the spirit. (See James 3, especially James 3:13-18.)

Additional failures should be noted. First, Islam has been grounded in the importance of 
group control and the Islamic state’s control of public punishment: But the nature of 
technological development tends to empower the individual more than public opinion or 
the State. There are good reasons why Islam — like the Greeks — looks to a past 
Golden Age and not to the future.

Second, Islam endorses social control and conformity: “If you are a Muslim outwardly, 
then you are a Muslim”. This is natural: Much like secularists, Moslems judge by what is 
seen, rather than what is unseen. But God judges the inward man.65 Christians are to 
follow the ways of God, and they are not in the ways of power-centered organizations, 
be they man-made governments or man-made religions.

Unlike later imitations, the original Word of God demands internal self-discipline:  
“Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from these things, he will be a vessel for honor, 
sanctified, useful to the Master, prepared for every good work” (II Timothy 2:21).66 Once 
again, Islam relies on external controls, not internal mastery: This is not a good thing, 
when everyone has their own Internet connection (and, soon enough, their own 3D 
printer). Couple this with the Arab belief that sexuality is incapable of control; then 
couple this with the increasing education of women and the sharp fall in fertility. What 
you get is a train wreck in the making.67

Godly Success!
I write Godly success, not Christian success: For it is God’s own hand that will gain Him 
the victory. In the main, Christians are still too cowardly, too timid, and too hungry for the 
approval of their spiteful enemies to be useful tools in the hand of God. Still, I believe 
that the future will be better than the past, as the pretty lies of the Welfare State are 



revealed to be what they are. Trusting in the State and the Collective is no substitute for 
trusting in God.

It is almost impossible for me to imagine a truly sinless society, as the Bible is focused 
on what we should do in the here and now, rather than describing the hereafter.68 On 
the other hand, it is certainly possible to imagine and describe a society with less 
corporate sin, an era with less mass organized killing (war), less elite theft (taxes), and 
oppressive controls (ever-expanding legislated and administrative regulations).69 

Christians already have a perfect Lawgiver. We already have the commandments of 
King Jesus written down, including all of the laws a Minister of Justice, voted in by 
family heads, is permitted to enforce. With the wicked among Christians hindered by the 
legal authority, Christians can then turn to uncovering the unwritten laws of God and 
grow in prosperity and peace.70 

As Van Til taught, “It requires the intellect of man to find the dimensions of created 
reality, without legislating it.”71 God is surprisingly good at enforcing His own Laws: His 
people should be spending their time learning how to increase obedience among  
themselves, to avoid crying out to the State to protect them from their own foolishness.

Of necessity, it is an era outside of the dominance of the nation-state: a bureaucratic 
organization which can take any power it wishes in exchange for various pretty 
promises. Instead of government-backed insiders benefiting at the cost of outsiders, a 
worthwhile Christian society will be based on voluntarism, free trade among willing 
customers and businesses, and mutual assistance.72 

There are two ways to gain wealth: politics, where men with badges and guns take from 
John and give to Paul (after a 50% handling charge, naturally), or economics, where 
John works for Paul in return for something Paul gives to John. The first is incompatible 
with Christianity; the second fits well within Christian teaching.73

This, then, is what Christians are commanded to bring into being:
first, by holy living, strengthening personal integrity, and building wise judgment; 
then, by building loving and righteous families;
then, by founding home-schools and house churches;
then, by preferably founding and building their own business; or, if this is not 
possible, providing good service to both employers and customers at a fair market 
price;
and finally, with the willing support of the population, public administration of 
justice. 

As government leaders obviously cannot be trusted — no matter how much they rant on 
about God or Equality or Security — it’s best to break up the State into: 

tiny jurisdictions: See the American Vision’s County Rights project;74

tiny purses: no ability to print or control money, and no central bank;
tiny funding: taxes below 10% and preferably no right of tax at all; and



tiny amounts of armed force: No standing armies, no secret services, and no 
armed police.75

Modern governments hate Christ and His Standard. Naturally, then, they hate justice, 
freedom, and prosperity, and encourage death, oppression, and poverty as much as 
possible.76 “But he who sins against me injures himself; All those who hate me love 
death.”
Christians should stand with Christ — and not just in church and at home, either!77 We 
need to restore sovereignty to local counties, instead of the Imperial Center (a fully 
owned and operated subsidiary of the corporate/financial nexus). A free people, with 
power distributed to multiple counties, churches, and families, is what we need to be. 
God alone, not the State or the Church78 or a Ruling Family, is to be the overarching 
authority.

This is the way forward, the way Jesus points, to a way to a life far better than the dying 
nation-state system we’re living in today.79 And, as its successes build and build, the 
liberty of Christ will naturally grow to cover the world.80

39 Once Christians understand that we serve a storytelling God (just by listening to Christ His Son, you 
should intuit this), then it’s obvious that our entire universe is a remarkable tale with one protagonist, 
Jesus Christ. Call it “The Story of the Absent King”.

40 The persecution of the Jews was the most idiotic of Christian crimes against God, and the Salem Witch 
Trials the most vicious of the lot in my eyes. For Christian examples of economic stupidity, just search for 
‘Puritan’ at www.mises.org. Naturally, no secular state can commit a crime, as the definition of ‘crime’ is 
defined by the self-serving State. Christians had better know and act different or face God’s wrath.

41 This is why all Christians should be libertarians. As we don’t see the power of badges and guns and 
flags as the Way of Salvation, we generally don’t dedicate out lives to a political career, hungry to gain 
control over others. Secularists, on the other hand, really DO believe in the Salvation of the People via 
more laws, more rules, more police, and more centralized control. 

42 Plato’s Noble Lie is a natural implication of the All-mighty God-State, the end point of all rationalism. 

43 I suggest Hans-Hermann Hoppe’s Democracy: The God That Failed for a concise description of the 
failures of Democracy. On a discussion of Presidential elections as managed contests between 
candidates pre-screened by the Establishment, click here. 

44 See Appendix A of Gary North’s Sovereignty and Dominion for more information.

45 From Wikipedia, Casualties of the Iraqi War.

46 For more details, read Martin van Creveld’s The Rise and Decline of the State. For the 6,000-word 
quick and dirty summary, go here.

47 For example, the demand of Protestants to learn to read their Bibles themselves, instead of relying on 
experts. The Internet can well be considered a Second Reformation, one that I applaud as much as I do 
the first.

48 See The Underground History of American Education, by John Taylor Gatto. Full text here.
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49 See Rushdoony’s The Messianic Character of American Education.

50 See Gary North, Where the USA is Winning.

51 See Gary North, Ban Public Schools, Not Guns. 

52 For example, even as Sweden strives to eliminate all sex differences, it has among the highest 
incidents of rapes in Europe. But of course, feminism is essentially uninterested in the actual lives and 
desires of women: Rather, it is just another project to prop up the power of unaccountable bureaucrats.

53 See CounterPunch, Big Banks and Drug Money.

54 The first examination of this phenomenon was, of course, Ludwig von Mises’ Economic Calculation in 
the Socialist Commonwealth.

55 Ever wonder why atheistic philosophers have mysteriously stopped talking about the problem of evil? 
Click here, or just Google “Alvin Plantinga”.

56 For more on the well-organized Biblical judicial code (in comparison to the chaotic, unpredictable, 
unaccountable, and delusional legal system of modern secular states), read Gary North’s Victim’s Rights, 
especially if you are 1) running a small or medium-sized business, or 2) of the middle class, working 
class, or poor. The elites need not bother.

57 The distasteful and corrupt Islamic theocracies of Iran, Saudi Arabia, and (soon) Egypt is an excellent 
argument for Christians NOT to create some baptized tyranny, going on and on about God. The State is 
innately evil, and standing armies are innately anti-freedom, and thus anti-Christian (never mind the 
above-the-law secret services statists prefer). Libertarianism, voluntarism, and the peaceful obsolescence 
of the State are the goals. Galatians 5:13 for the win!

58 Actually, I recommend www.duckduckgo.com ...

59 For the Islamic flavour, see the book Christianophobia: A Faith Under Siege by Rupert Shortt.

60 For the National Socialist flavour, see The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich by William L. Shirer.

61 For the International Socialist flavour, see The Black Book of Communism by Jean-Louis Panné et al.

62 See abortion, government redistribution from the young to the old, ever-escalating educational 
restrictions on getting a job, and (in Tolerant, Compassionate Europe) near-zero labor mobility, insuring 
the old keep the jobs while the young get nothing.

63 For a quick listing, see here.

64 See Gary North’s article, In Defense of the Second Amendment

65 Matthew 23:18 for the win, but also consider Job 38:36, I Samuel 16:7, Psalm 51:6, Jeremiah 31:33, 
and Romans 2:29 once again.

66 Actually, there are (at least) 119 verses that refer to the need for sanctification and holy living, as listed 
here. This is natural, as Christians are in training in this life to holy princes under Christ in the next. After 
holiness, the same website provides 200 verses on the need for wise judgement and wisdom, and 
another 200 verses on the need to obey God ... starting with John 14:15, naturally. Oddly enough, I can’t 
find any verses requiring a religious police (or any police force!), a standing army, secret spy networks, 
government censorship, a centralized bank, an ever-expanding bureaucracy, or ever-more laws and 
regulations, but I can find Biblical support for a cap of total taxation of 10% of income (I Samuel 8) and a 
condemnation of fiat money (Leviticus 19:35-37). No wonder the Establishment is so deeply secularist!
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67 See David Goldman’s book How Civilizations Die (And Why Islam is Dying Too).

68 If the Holy Bible was truly just filled with pie-in-the-sky theology, the power elite would casually dismiss 
it, instead of spending quite a lot of time and effort in continually attacking it.

69 On the contemptible development of ‘Administrative Law’, see Law and Revolution:
The Formation of the Western Legal Tradition by Harold Joseph Berman. The destruction of that 
abominable group of tax-financed rapist/criminal training centers known as the prison system is a definite 
Christian goal, as well.

70 Say it with me people: “The State can only punish; it cannot heal or save.” 

71 The quote is from Cornelius Van Til’s work, A Christian Theory of Knowledge, as quoted in Foundations 
of Christian Scholarship. (ed. Gary North).

72 www.garynorth.com and www.mises.org are good at the free enterprise side of things, 
www.lewrockwell.com is good for current commentary, and I like http://americanvision.org/countyrights/ 
for politics (also, a thumbs up for http://www.dailypaul.com/) But, while Murray Rothbard has given the 
intellectual framework for the voluntary society, we need to build a lot more flesh on those bones, 
especially as the Welfare systems of our Savior State shrivel up and die. Are you listening, Christians, or 
are you still chasing neo-con fantasies of Empire?

73 I also favor Christian charity, but charity does not turn a poor society into a rich society. Capitalism, 
property rights, liberty, and a stable legal order do.

74 Switzerland is a good model. I especially like the ceremonial, practically powerless president, gone 
after a year in office. An armed populace also helps: This true militia trains for a week or two every year. 
When I say true, I’m contrasting it to those fake “State militias”, which are really yet another arm of the 
centralized State and the above-the-law President. Finally, the fact that real power is in the cantons, not 
some bloated, unaccountable, imperial capital like London or Paris or Washington, cheers me up.

75 I like North’s take on an unarmed police force here. Britain had a decent one, back when it was a free 
country.

76 The tide of lies as they claim the opposite is a feature in their mind, not a defect. “We decide on what is 
true, we decide what is real, not some imaginary being that dares to claim authority over the State!”

77 You can ignore the Lutheran lies: There are no ‘Two Kingdoms’. There is only one.

78 I include fake power-hungry churches here (both Christian and materialist, as in the various One-Party 
States) and fake power-hungry priesthoods (including the baptized liars and the White-Robe Gang). 

79 For more on God-fearing, covenantal families, churches, and public justice, read That You May 
Prosper: Dominion by Covenant, by Ray R. Sutton. If reading the PDF or eBook, you can download the 
free book here. For the fall of the denominational structure and the rise of decentralized churches, see 
here and here. Note that church growth dies off when the church building goes up!

80 “Why is there no need for a Jewish Temple to replace the Muslim Dome of the Rock?
Well, first of all, the Dome is very pretty and would make a nice Church some day. “
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Foundation: Law and Justice
 You shall not distort justice;  you shall not be partial,  and you shall not 
take a bribe,  for a bribe blinds the eyes of the wise  and perverts the words of the 
righteous. 

 Justice, and only justice, you shall pursue,  that you may live and possess 
the land  which the LORD your God is giving you.  - Deuteronomy 16:19-20, 
NASB

Leaving the Dead to Rot
Christ taught “let the dead bury the dead”, and that is what we must do. We must live, 
we must grow, we must learn. Idolatry is forbidden, so we are not to act merely to 
benefit ourselves or The People.81

Divine Justice and a Holy Righteousness are our lodestars — not Power to the Right 
Sort.82 As Christians, we turn to the Holy Bible to define what is Justice and what is 
Righteousness and not to some Establishment drone. 

And by the Holy Bible, we naturally mean both Old and New Testaments. Christ 
specifically taught that He did not come to abolish the law but to fulfill it. He is the High 
Priest, and He has fulfilled all the sacrifices in His person. With the fall of the Second 
Temple in A.D. 70, the special religious status of the Land of Israel is over: With the 
divorce of God from Israel complete, it is the Church that is now the Bride of Christ. The  
rituals that separated Jew from Gentile are no longer valid: We can eat what we wish 
and be circumcised or not as we please. 

Only the ethical laws stand forever: It is always wrong to steal, always wrong to murder, 
always wrong to pervert ourselves or others. Christians are called to be a holy people, 
and holiness is defined by the Bible, not by the current Establishment, regardless of its 
ideology, its promises, or its punishments.83

I have no interest in following Statists — be they Christian, Islamic, or Secularist — and 
gain power by deception, violence, or other forms of force and fraud. Living in a 
democracy where all the candidates are ‘pre-selected for your convenience’ and all 
debates are conducted within Establishment parameters is a strong turnoff for any 
serious Christian. Fortunately, the effectiveness of fraud has decreased due to the 
Internet, and the effectiveness of force is on a strong decline as well: 3D printing of 
weaponry should have destroyed all forms of gun control by 2040 or so.84 

Now, the core of the system is government control of the money, for the greater good of 
the banking system: So it is most necessary to End the Fed.85 I admit though, that what 
I would really like to see is the end of the passport system and the restoration of 
freedom of travel, worldwide, without these slave cards.



With the crumbling and hollowing-out of the old order — see Daniel 2:34 for the 
prophecy, and look around you for the fulfillment — Christians are to understand that 
the legal system is only useful for the restraint of wickedness. In contrast to secularist 
claims of the Savior State, governments can’t provide healing and enlightenment. 

The Body of Christ — without weapons or taxes or armies but proclaiming the clear 
truths of Jesus Christ — holds the keys to Heaven and Hell. Much of this Church is 
diseased and sterile and worthless, but the treasonous Christians will fall away from 
history in short order.86 The living Church, blessed with fruitful wombs and fruitful words, 
will continue to carry the truth forward, teaching the world of Grace and Predestination, 
the Elect and the Damned, the Creation, the Fall, Salvation, and Re-Creation. 

As We Leave the Tyrants Behind ...
Instead of top-down orders, we need to have the law inscribed in our hearts. Home-
schools and home churches are the way forward: A good education in the Bible can be 
gained by using Calvin’s Institutes of Christian Religion,87 software to help the student 
learn Greek and Hebrew,88 and good Bible software.89 Remember: The goal is not to 
build a comfortable group of tithe-giving parishioners but to multiply and multiply those 
house churches across the city, the region, the nation, and the world!

Forget seminary: That institution is designed to crush your ability to preach, while 
loading you up with debt (and so cripple your freedom: Debt is a form of slavery, after 
all). Enslaved preachers who can’t preach — and, if all goes as planned, are completely 
subservient to some Establishment paymaster — are no threat to our Compassionate 
Friends who only want What’s Best for All the People.90

Instead of crawling on your knees before the power elite, asking for some crumbs from 
the table of some self-worshipping drone who despises the Lord you worship, stay 
upright like a man of God, and keep walking forward. Why beg for favors from some 
relic of the past? Build your own wealth — by establishing a day care91 for example. 

(But don’t let your envy-driven parishioners get their hands on it: Set up the daycare in 
your own name, completely separate from the church where you teach.)

For home-schooling, the Robinson Curriculum,92 coupled with Khan Academy93 for 
math, is a good bet for now. Keep your eyes open, though: Even better material will be 
available over the coming years!94

While raising the next generation to love God, love people, love freedom, and love a 
good deal, we will occasionally need to directly focus on the legal system. Protestant 
Christians have been slacking off here (as in many other areas) and observing the self-
evident, utter incompetence of the Establishment; it’s obviously time to get back in the 
saddle again.95

There are reasons why there are no Protestant Christians on the Supreme Court — and 
‘the conspiracy’ isn’t one of them. Just ask the Jews: Once upon a time, there was a 



genuine conspiracy to keep them out, and we have all seen how the Establishment 
failed. Hard work, intelligence, and a respect for integrity and diligence pay off!96

No Need for the State
While some form of Public Justice is needed, there is no need for the State. The State 
insists on an exclusive claim on violence “for the greater good”; this has proven to be 
fraudulent, as the actual use of State violence is only for the good of the in-group that 
controls it, be it a church, a political party, or a cabal of financiers, bankers, and lawyers.  
Moreover, any and all states that start out limited incessantly look for ways to get 
unlimited, using any amount of pretty words and pious cant — or even impious cant, if 
that’s the fastest way to gain power.

As the Reader knows, I strongly support anarcho-libertarianism. The websites 
www.lewrockwell.com and mises.org have revolutionized my thinking as much as the 
works of www.garynorth.com and his free books. 

I believe that there should be a minimal level of government, separate from family and 
church and corporation. But, it must not be a State, that is, a bureaucracy that claims a 
monopoly on violence and law and justice. As Rothbard clearly proved, the State is 
innately evil.97 A Christian State is merely a totalitarian evil baptized with Christian hand-
waving, instead of democratic or egalitarian hand-waving. For the possibilities of private 
courts, and other details of the pro-liberty (read: pro-Christian) society, check out the 
Mises website: In addition to Rothbard, I especially like the works of Walter Brock in 
fleshing out such a society.

The Need for Justice
Now, a Christian society would operate on Christian principles. If it’s a Christian society, 
it must be a voluntary culture. We are not Muslims, who kill apostates in the flesh.98 The 
spiritual death of ex-communication is sufficient to satisfy God, so it is good enough for 
me as well.99 Nor are we Secularists, who don’t believe in any form of impartial justice 
but only in the power to take from people they don’t like to give to people they do like.100 
And I think everyone is sick of having the money they earned taken away forcibly for 
some worthy cause or other. They should be: It’s theft, and it’s a violation of the Eighth 
Commandment — Thou Shall Not Steal. No, not even in a noble or godly cause. No, not 
even to protect the nation, or in the name of God, or for the sake of the children. No, not 
even if 99.99% of the population told you that you can take what doesn’t belong to you.

God did not say, “Thou Shall Not Steal, Except by Majority Vote”.

God said, “Thou Shall Not Steal”. Period.

A Christian society needs to have Christian ministers who enforce the negative laws of 
God, chosen by the general population as in the time of Moses.101 While perfect justice 
can only be found in the Divine Court, a rough but fair form of predictable, equitable 
public justice is needed for a Christian society. As Van Til spelled out, “The destruction 
of all evil everywhere is the negative but unavoidable task of every member of the 
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kingdom of God”.102 Lots of churches are big on trivia (or on escapist delusions like the 
Rapture), and they are utterly uninterested in the matters of God. 

And the core issues God is interested in weaving into society revolve around two poles: 
No Public Idolatry — most definitely banning any Almighty Total State, with 
universal surveillance, comprehensive unaccountability, and a legal system owned 
lock, stock, and barrel by the State; and
Equal Justice for All —with ‘Justice’ defined in the Bible, of course, instead of yet 
another self-serving cadre of politically connected lawyers, lawyer-politicians, and 
ex-lawyer judges.103

“To do righteousness and justice Is desired by the Lord more than sacrifice.”104 
Righteousness and justice begin with you, in the heart and in your behavior. Naturally, it 
expands to your family and business and church and then to the town. It doesn’t stop 
there, though: Christians in power are to obey God, just as they did outside of power. 
Secularists believe that the State makes Law; Moslems point to the Sharia; Christians 
follow their Lord, and point to the Bible. As R. J. Rushdoony pointed out, “It must be 
recognized that in any culture the source of law is the god of that society”, and having 
five out of nine judges act as the God of America is a clear sign of loathsome Christian 
disrespect to their real Master.105

This is not an invitation to Revolution. The source of this evil is in our own envy and self 
satisfaction, not in some Conspiracy that would be powerless if we ignored its flattering 
lies and cared to live a self-disciplined life. Holiness starts in our hearts first, then our 
families, then to our neighborhoods, and finally the culture. It does not countenance 
‘using evil for good ends’: That way leads to Machiavelli and the above-the-law State, 
and I’m sick of power-seeking political drones with good hair. Moreover, the Christian 
understanding of Law is unrelated to either Islam or Secularism, both of whom legally 
value the lives and liberty of some (believers and favored minorities, respectively) over 
others (infidels and indigenous Christians, respectively). Christians are commanded to 
judge irrespectively of persons, as per Leviticus 19:15.

In the eyes of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, there is only one Law, for both the 
native and the stranger. Jesus Christ despised the Pharisees in part because they put 
up barriers to hinder Gentiles from seeking God. The Law cannot save, but the Law of 
God can stifle and hinder the wicked and so give the righteous room to grow and 
multiple and prosper. Moreover, as even the perfect Law of God cannot save, it 
highlights our need for the Savior who can.

Again, it should be county based, as described in http://americanvision.org/
countyrights/, because empire is all about power and oppression, regardless of the 
democratic, religious, or revolutionary blather the Establishment uses to justify its 
power. The governors should be selected from the Christian population106 of family 
heads, without legislative authority107— God has already written all the laws that we 
need, and changeable, unpredictable laws are innately hostile to liberty and so have no 
place in a Christian society.
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Why Libertarianism Requires Christianity
To answer this question, I turn to Lawrence D. Pratt’s essay, “The Politics of 
Pragmatism: Threats to Freedom”:

The question that the libertarianism must answer is “Why should I choose to cooperate 
in a non-coercive environment?” The answer usually put1orward is, “Each man is more 
productive when society is organized this way” or “Each man if freer”. But the question 
is still begged unless the libertarian is prepared to defend productivity, or a maximum of 
personal freedom, as the highest goal of man and the central presupposition of his 
beliefs. But why should others agree with the libertarian rather than with Franco or with 
Attila the Hun?

The same problem faces the traditionalist. Are institutions as institutions to be the 
cornerstone of life? Or perhaps, stable institutions? But again, why institutions? Why not 
war and circuses?

It has only been the systematic theists, that is, Biblical Christians, who have clearly set 
forth the basis of society in terms of a straightforward exposition of their 
presuppositions. The dialectical shiftings of the “neutral” reason of autonomous man 
can provide no protection against the demagogic promises of the statist. This is so even 
when attempts are made to rise above pragmatism, since man’s ultimate concerns are 
not made dependent on God. Only the revealed law of the Bible can protect man’s 
freedom from the usurpations of the state that claims total allegiance as the sovereign 
source of all law in exchange for its putative protection of alienated men afloat in a sea 
of randomness.108

81 Of course, democracy is merely a way to flatter the general population, gathering power in the hands of 
the Right Sort while talking a lot about the People’s Will. I prefer a direct theocracy: God rules directly, 
without the jokers and the sociopaths, and without some centralized above-the-law authority in clerical 
robes or white lab coats, military camouflage, or business suits. No tax-funded bureaucrats, legislatures, 
or lying Authority claiming to speak in His name. Just people, living, dealing, and working with each other 
directly. Three cheers for anarcho-libertarianism, which is far closer to the Biblical ideal than dual-party 
fascism! (Or any ecclesiastical tyranny, for that matter. “Aren’t political lies in Jesus’ name a violation of 
the Third Commandment?” “You betcha!”) 

82 The Biblical God is famous for holding His own people to a higher standard than He holds the pagans 
and severely punishing them for disobedience (Luke 12:46-48). This is exactly the opposite of the secular 
view, where the Right People can get away with anything, while the Wrong Sort gets slapped around for 
the most trivial of offensives.

83 For more on how innately corrupt government laws really are, see Stephen Kinsella’s presentation on 
the subject. On who makes these laws, see America’s Ruling Class. For a sample of the innumerable 
ways the Ruling Class protects the Money Class, see Matt Taibbi’s blog. On how the liberal branch of the 
Ruling Class joyfully violates as many laws as the Bush the Younger — to the hosannas of the 
mainstream press, of course — I recommend Glenn Greenwald. 
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84 Tidbit for all Christians: Technology is your friend. Get some math and science in your head, and see if 
you (or your children) can push it faster!

85 Of course, I recommend the book End the Fed, by Ron Paul.

86 Waves to the gray-headed mainstream churches and the natural fruit of their labor, the Nones. And the 
nameless millions of shattered unborns. May their legacy rest in their hands forever.

87 For a free online copy of the Institutes, click here.

88 Logos is pretty popular ...

89 You can try WORDsearch, SwordSearcher, or just use a free online Bible or two.

90 “And there arose also a dispute among them as to which one of them was regarded to be greatest. And 
He said to them, “The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who have authority over them are 
called ‘Benefactors’. But it is not this way with you, but the one who is the greatest among you must 
become like the youngest, and the leader like the servant. For who is greater, the one who reclines at the 
table or the one who serves? Is it not the one who reclines at the table? But I am among you as the one 
who serves”. Luke 22:24-27 NASB

91 Start here. Grace Community Schools is worth a look, too.

92 To get your copy — one for as many children as you have — go here.

93 The Khan Academy can be found here.

94 If you want to set up an independent school, the man you want to imitate is Robert Thoburn. 

95 Christians are going to have to abandon the mix of confused violence and gauzy sentimentality of 
humanistic, man-centered (really, power-elite centered) legal codes. To get on the right track, start with 
Rushdoony’s Institutes (and take a look at the other material at Chalcedon); then move on to Gary North’s 
website (in case you can’t guess, I’m a fan of his work), especially his economic work and his other free 
books. Finally, visit American Vision’s store — something that caught my eye is a good survey of law, 
from ancient times to the Colonial era. The cost of Protestant ignorance is simply too high: It’s time to get 
re-acquainted with the Historical and Theological Foundations of Law, in order to build the just society 
God expects of us.

96 For an example of the disgraceful conduct of Protestant Christian scholarship, see here and here, 
which leads us directly to the question, “Why should Christians follow anarcho-libertarianism?” Aside from 
the fact that it’s the most pro-freedom ideology around (and therefore, the political system most closest to 
Biblical teaching), you have to remember that
1)most well-trained, upper-class Christians from the 19th century onward are despicable cowards, cooing 

and crawling for favors from their State-adoring, God-despising, self-serving enemies; 
2)a few unbelievers of integrity can make significant advances in the cause of freedom, leaving the vast 

masses of safety-seeking socialist drones without excuse. Atheism does not logically have to lead to 
State-worship; it’s just that the solid majority of academics have chosen to love power, control, and 
personal safety over justice, liberty, and personal risk.

If you’re a Christian, you know that your Master has chosen risk over safety, so you must too. Otherwise, 
why lie to yourself? The gates of the Establishment are open wide, and the government checks will be 
arriving shortly.

97 See Society Without the State.
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98 Question: What is the purpose of Islam? Answer: To teach Christians what God does not want to see 
in His people.

99 Remember, Adam was effectively, spiritually dead the moment he violated God’s commandments and 
ate of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. The fact that he lived for centuries after being cast out 
of the garden is not as important to God: The fact that his life naturally failed of its own accord is the 
crucial point.

100 Question: What is the purpose of Secularism? Answer: To show that neutrality toward God and His 
People is nothing more than a veiled hostility to God and His People. Of course, this veiled hostility is 
pretty much unveiled by the early 21st century: But it served its purpose in earlier centuries, as a useful 
lie for the Right Sort to gain the unfettered power they always lusted after.

101 Of course, the Ministers of Justice are to be separate from the Ministry of Preaching. And that minister 
of justice should not have the power to tax or to make laws. I know that the Bible does give the 
government the authority to tax, but it’s just too much power for any government to handle responsibly, so 
it should be denied them. And of course, the Ministers of Justice may not make laws: That is God’s 
responsibility, alone.

102 Cornelius Van Til, “Christian Theistic Evidences”. As found in Foundations of Christian Scholarship, 
page 115.

103 And if you think that God has any time for some self-serving cadre of priests, priest-politicians, or ex-
priest judges ... well, it’s best to just read up on Jesus’ encounters with the priestly class of Israel and 
ponder the historical fate of the Second Temple.

104 Proverbs 21:3. 

105 As Gary North notes in Geezer Conservatism: The Albatross, “The public school textbooks have long 
taught that the Supreme Court has final jurisdiction on legal matters, which is explicitly denied by the 
United States Constitution, 1788 edition. (Congress can remove the court’s jurisdiction over virtually 
anything at any time: Article III:1:2. The President need not go along.)” Strangely enough, no Republican 
politician has thought to run on this platform. It makes me wonder if any of them have ever bothered to 
read the Constitution.

Ok, ok, you can stop laughing now. At least we have a Constitutional Law expert in the White House!

Yes, seriously, I’ll stop now.

Remember, the goal is not some stupid revolution: After all, the Constitutional government, heir of the 
American Revolution, is far more controlling than the British ever were. It is to make the U.S. government 
as irrelevant to our lives as the Post Office. The means to this is mainly technological, from the Internet to 
3D printing to the new online currencies that are coming down the pike.
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106 Why should Christians be ruled by Christians? Because it is unwise to be ruled by your enemies. 
Moreover, God is very demanding on issues of justice and liberty: A Christian society at least knows what 
God wants and so has the possibility of doing right and so avoid His wrath. Finally, it is bindingly obvious 
that secular societies are interested solely in power and pleasure and that both secular and Moslem 
societies are innately hostile to Christians. So once again, why be ruled by your enemies, when you can 
rule yourself instead?

This leads us to the next question: Should Christians rule over their enemies? 

Remember, people, the goal is liberty in Christ: Waging endless war against the Other is nothing more 
than an excuse to rebuild some new version of the State to master your life. “Warfare is the health of the 
State”, and therefore, wars and armies are the enemies to Christ and to the Prince of Peace. Protect your 
freedom, work for your freedom, but once you get it (and you will, in about a generation I suspect), don’t 
throw it away trying to control others.

As a primer on the evils of standing armies — besides the fact that they are typically useful only for 
External Empire or Internal Oppression — I recommend the works of Laurence M. Vance, for both the 
Christian and the Anti-Federalist viewpoints. (The Federalists, of course, where those financiers who 
backed Alexander Hamilton and James Madison, who changed the high-liberty Articles of Confederation 
to the low-liberty Constitution.)

107 I am sympathetic to the idea of removing all taxation authority from governments as well. At the very 
least, the total taxation of a Christian state should be no more than 10% for all levels of government 
combined (as it may not demand more than the Church does). Secular counties, naturally, are free to jack 
up as many laws and stretch the taxes as high as they can, “because we love the freedom and prosperity 
of The People”.

108 This essay can be found in Foundations of Christian Scholarship: The quote is from page 122.
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Assumption: Adventure in the Future
 There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, 
 and another glory of the stars; for star differs from star in glory.
  - I Corinthians 15:41, NASB

Personally, I dislike adventure: Usually, the future is built by choosing a worthy goal and 
then sticking with your knitting, day by day.

But while this is how civilizations are built, civilizations are extended by adventure. Men 
must look beyond the margins and borders of their current dominion and extend it 
further. Christians are not called to stasis, like some fearful pagan trying to protect 
himself, clinging to what he has, and keeping things the same.

With the need to grow comes the need for risk. And this risk is genuine: There are no 
guarantees that you will succeed. Or that, should you succeed, that you personally will 
enjoy the fruits of your hard labor. A single short lifetime just isn’t long enough to do 
everything that needs to be done, to grow into the servant you should be. The godly 
man must gain eternity, a new flesh with a new spirit, to reach the goal.

But we can’t wait until perfection before we act for God and against evil. God rules in 
the here and now, and as His servants, we must act in this life as well.

Time is the irreplaceable resource. Christians are held accountable to God for how they 
spend it. As we are a holy priesthood (I Peter 2:5), we must act in accordance with the 
commands of God and strive for holy, righteous, sanctified lives. We must risk, we must 
think, we must lead. To refuse to take risk is to let assorted cowards, power-lusters, or 
combinations thereof to lead our peoples and nations into the dust.

That does not mean that we start out holy: We start out filthy, in our sins, but with the 
Holy Spirit entering into our hearts. And sadly, despite the steady progress of the Holy 
Spirit, some of this loathsome nature will remain in us for all of our lives. But we can 
start by calling evil by its right name and begin the long work of turning from evil and 
toward what is good and right and just. Every moment we delay, we lose part of the 
eternal glory meant for us. Every time we fight, we grow stronger, and gain more and 
more victories in Jesus’ name, heedless of the price in pain we must pay for victory.

He is the King and leads the way. We shall follow and grow in stature and nobility.

The Silent Stars
Look above you, and what do you see?

Uncounted stars, uncounted worlds.
Uncounted stars and uncounted worlds ... all dead.



If there was life, and if there were millions of years of life, then there would be star 
civilizations spanning the galaxies by now. We are barely 250 years into the industrial 
revolution, and we are already laying plans for faster-than-light travel. It is only 50 years 
since an entire nation had to labour to put a man into orbit, and we already have private 
businesses doing the same. Gregor Mendel hasn’t been dead for two centuries yet, and 
we can create new forms of life.

A civilization that merely stays on the same development curve as we are should have 
filled the galaxy by now, given even millions of years, never mind billions. No such 
interstellar civilization exists. If it did, we would be inundated by its peoples, its artifacts, 
its transmitted information.109

Now, if like me, you subscribe to the young earth view, there could still be uncounted 
billions of new civilizations out there: After all, we could be merely 500 years ahead of 
everyone else, technology-wise.

But of course, those who cry out for alien civilizations also cry out for billions and billions 
of years for their random, purposeless evolution to work. A preposterous notion, of 
course: How can random chance in a strictly materialistic universe create non-material 
information, detailed, comprehensive, non-reductive webs of information woven in every 
cell of life and the very structure of the universe explicitly designed to support this life? 
Even the very scale of our bodies — “not too big, not too small” — speaks of a 
purposeful Creator!

It is simply silly, thinking that random chance can create something far, far more 
complex than the computer I am typing these words with.110 And not just once, either. 
We’re talking a vast number of random miracles upon miracles, from eyes to feathers to 
the chemical structure of water, all to avoid owing responsibility to a Creator.111

A willful refusal to draw logical conclusions from the evidence, because it points to a 
conclusion you find repulsive, is the epitome of foolishness. But of course, from law to 
economics to entertainment, it is obvious that we are led by fools and incompetents.

Christians are explicitly told to shun the way of fools and follow the ways of the wise.

Stealing from Christians to Attack Christianity
Currently, the solid majority of space exploration proponents want to find extraterrestrial 
life to disprove the Bible and claim that we are not so unique. This is merely the usual 
rationalist desire to strip actual human beings of any special worth, so the State can kill, 
rob, lie, and abuse at will — while yapping on and on and on about its Love for The 
People.112

The desires of the power hungry are not so important when they are kept from power — 
but as it is, they dream of expanded taxation, so they can use Christian money to attack 
Christianity (as usual).113 Fortunately, thanks to the nature of technological progress and 
the financial incompetence of Our Masters (and no thanks to insipid, boot-licking 



churchmen), the dream of a comfortable life and atheistic visions funded by Christian  
and/or capitalist money is going down the tubes.

Now, with 3D printing, cheap power, solid property rights, widely dispersed knowledge, 
self-discipline, low time preference, and substantial liberty, we can actually start making 
real progress. Note the absence of State power and stolen money, chasing non-existent 
little green men, and the presence of entrepreneurs pushing ahead with their own 
money, right here on Earth.

The Real Future
Outside the world of sci-fi adventure fiction — which I happen to enjoy reading and 
writing — we will remain on Earth, excluding space tourism and research expeditions. 

I agree that we are getting more and more tools that would be useful in exploiting 
space, from computational power to environmental knowledge. But — due to the 
unique, hand-crafted environment of Earth — it will always be far cheaper to deploy this 
technology on Earth, rather than off-world. The very best reason to enter space is to 
extract metals, which we are slowly running out of: But in less than two centuries, it will 
prove easier to just manufacture/grow the metals we will need. If you want living space, 
the earth is mainly empty even today. Power? Even if both cold and hot fusion are duds, 
solar panel technology is growing by leaps and bounds. Even nuclear power is hindered 
far more by politics than by actual technology.

The world population is set to decline sharply by 2050, but even if in the distant future 
we somehow reach one trillion people, there is still plenty of room just on land for all 
(and by that time, the technology to manufacture all the needed food will be old hat.) As 
for terraforming, there are vast deserts — from the Sahara to Antarctica — which lie 
quietly waiting for us. It will be much easier just to reshape those areas instead of 
wasting an astonishing amount of money terraforming Mars. Even underground cities 
and aquatic colonies — with all their myriad problems — would be cheaper than 
colonizing space.

New Creation, New Worlds
I don’t believe that God created the entirety of the universe (with the exception of one 
planet) to be an uninhabited wasteland forever. 

But, I don’t think that we will be able to inhabit the stars in our sinful state. The practical 
and economic reasons were already given above, but the crowning reason is implicit in 
the very Dominion Mandate that grants men legal title to rule the world:

Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let 
them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and 
over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth”. 
! - Genesis 1:26, NASB



You can find reference to the earth and the sea and the sky, but there is nothing about 
space, not even the inner system, not even the moon.

For the sake of the story, I’m implicitly assuming an expansion of this Mandate: But in 
the real world, any culture that is powerful enough to easily cross the stars is powerful 
enough to easily kill a world, and it would do its killing for some flawlessly rational vision 
my pitiful Christian mind can never comprehend. Just like today. 

I believe that only sinless, morally perfect men — male and female alike — can be 
trusted with that power, and immortals don’t need to worry about either radiation 
hazards or the hundreds of years needed to cross the stars in a universe without faster-
than-light travel.114 Outside of this story, in the real world, I’d say that the Mandate won’t 
be expanded until after the Final Judgment and the birth of the New Creation. 

Note that the Mandate does not require any power-seeking Masters: If we live as free 
men and teach our children to do better than we did, it is inevitable for our descendants 
to cover the world and master it. No Elite-managed government program will be 
necessary. 

To make colonizing the universe as easy as walking a few miles requires a new flesh, a 
new mind, and a new spirit: The resurrected Christ — of perfect integrity; immune to 
harm; an effortless command of the environment; able to be flesh or spirit (incarnate 
information?) as He pleases; and able to go where and when He wills, without the 
bother of physically moving atoms from point A to point B — is a solid model of what we 
need to be, if my guess at the eventual destiny of the Beloved of God is correct.115

109 See Targeted SEI Search Hears Nothing.

110 Actually, “... the computer and the internet and the power-grid and the language and the eye/hand co-
ordination and ...”, but you know what I mean. 

111 See Evolutionists Multiply Miracles.

112 You will find that the Compassionate Ones simply love abstractions. Christians are expected to do 
otherwise and break the power of abstract mysticisms: Starting with the source of the power of the 
Compassionate Ones, 1) a mystical Will of the Masses (as revealed by the Establishment Press and the 
Establishment political process), which is far more important than the actual life, liberty, and property 
rights of actual human beings; and 2) abstract money (i.e., fiat money) and a Central Bank that insures 
that the major Banks never face real losses for their financial fantasies.

113 In the style of the Soviet government, who liked to have those uppity Christians and know-it-all 
capitalists dig their own graves before shooting them in the head. See The Martian Boondoggles for an 
expansion on the theme.

114 Accepting faster-than-light travel requires accepting time travel; the Bible, like real life, is very strict 
about the laws of casualty, at least in our current, sinful state and our crippled, largely dead universe.

115 I have never understood why Islam insists that the heavenly state is some kind of eternal bordello. But 
then again, the religion has nothing to do with a Holy and Transcendent God and everything to do with 
recruiting and motivating young soldiers to conquest, empire, and worldly mastery over the infidels.
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Assumption: Technology
! God made men upright,! but they have sought out many devices.
! ! - Ecclesiastes 7:29, NASB

What We Know
The most important fact of the 21st century is the end of the nation-state. Government 
exist as a monopoly of force, and that monopoly is set to disintegrate further. We have 
seen the end of the European empires, and the Soviet empire as well: But it won’t stop 
there.

While governments rely on a monopoly of force, power elites rely on the control of 
information, via censorship in various forms. That’s dying too.

It is reasonable to assume that the pace of technological advancement will continue to 
build: After the coming end of the welfare state and corporate/technocratic control of the 
economy, economic growth should surge as well.

As non-religious people don’t reproduce, future centuries are likely to be a good deal 
more religious than in the past. The 22nd century is likely to be far more religious, far 
more capitalistic, far less centralized, and far less dominated by assorted Party, 
Corporate, and political elites than the 20th. Secular ideologues, being co-dependent 
with the State that they adore, will dwindle with their Lord and God. 

All this is definitely good news.

What We Don’t Know
Assuming that some form of useful, cheap power generation is invented and expanded 
to the general population, the crucial question isn’t alien life: As there isn’t a shred of  
any of the technological markers that any multi-million-year-old species would have 
made by now (using Darwinian assumptions) or any mention of such life in the Bible 
(using Christian assumptions), we can be sure it doesn’t exist, until we make it 
ourselves. Instead, my great unknown is this: Can robots gain self-awareness?

I will assume that they can’t: But this is just a working assumption. We’ll have to wait 
about 50 years before we get hard evidence one way or another.

Also, there is a genuine theoretical possibility of a faster-than-light drive: But I am going 
to ignore it in my writings. Most science fiction assumes FTL, but slower-than-light 
drives feel more realistic and would certainly be less expensive and involve fewer time 
paradoxes and unpredictable implications than a genuine FTL drive would.

Everything else is merely scaled-up versions of what we have today. 




